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Barbarian leveling guide diablo 3 season 21

You get in your freshly minted fresh 70 Barbara! If you are wondering where to go from here... Look no further. It's time to get your set season free! In this guide we help you every step of the way, getting your set pieces 2/4/6 and transitioning to the end of the game! (Not yet 70? See the barb leveling guide instead) In season 22, the barbaric free set is: Wild Nineties Horde.
Season 22 and YOU. How does it affect? Well, we don't win around the bush. Kanai's fourth cube slot is the latest buff here. Sure, the Pylons that generate a certain type of shadow clone is fresh and exciting in its own way... But when it comes to pure power, a fourth Kanai slot is probably the strongest ever buff we've ever had! It really doesn't help early, but as you get together
more and more legendary effects, it will help you get out a little bit. In the final game, this is at least a 20/30% power increase to your character. Without further ad, let's go. Fresh 70: The first step – creation! The first step of your trip! Here, I discuss articles, rerolls, and basic tips to consider during your ascent. Yellow articles - statistics - rerolls - GEMS REROLLING YELLOW
ARTICLES IS SUPER LEGIT, CHEAP AND UNDERVALUED. Well-coiled yellows will take you for a long time. WEAPON: Boat find a powerful 2H weapon. The statistics you want are STR VIT LpH. Socket is fine, too (Purple Jewel for LpH, Red for DMG+, Green for CHD+). Avoid any other statistics for now. Barb is a STR class – which means you get free armor from around the
STR on your computer. This results in a huge lack of all resistance. Therefore, in its re-roll strategy ELIMINATE ALL ARMOR ROLLS as they are quite useless – and replace them with ALL RESISTANCES. ALLRES is your best defensive statistic by a LARGE MARGIN. Socketing Diamonds also gives you ALLRES. SELF HEALING: Life by hit and/or life by past fury is pretty huge
for your early survival from the game. You want at least some of that on your team. LpH rolls in almost anything, but LpFS only appears on POWERFUL WEAPONS and POWERFUL BELT. For this season's free set, Wild, LpFS is pretty useless once you get your 6-piece bonus. So while I would normally recommend LpFS – try to avoid it here in favor of LpH. Elemental% can be
found in Bracers and Amulets. In the final build, your item doesn't matter how ALL FRENZY RUNES will be active over time. However, if I were to choose a rune for the sake of helping you leave early – it would be physical. Ability % (Frenzy%) it can be found on the legs and belt. Normally, it's safer to roll on your belt, but if you're removing garbage stats for it you can take it legs,
too. Having him in both is great at a cost to defensive statistics. Chest / Legs: Sockets STR VIT ALLRES (3/2). Life% isn't bad either. Since you normally get these last pieces, you'll want decent fillers until you get your 6pc set. Belt: It is a great source of STR &gt; VIT &gt; RES &gt; Life%. You'll be surprised how a single item can give you a whole load of hardness. Overall, I would
recommend rolling a powerful belt for the LpFS, but since it will eventually lean on Frenzy, it's not necessary. Rings and amulet: You need plinth in these to prepare for legendary gems. Get any statistics on these that you feel is missing. Do you feel soft? Get defenses. Do you need DPS? Scream and mainstat. Be free to shoot random useful stats on these for now, rather than the
usual CHC/CHD/MAINSTAT end game. GEMS: For body parts you will want diamonds for ALLRES. Helm can vary (Amethyst for life%, Topaz for reducing resource costs, Diamond for cooling reduction) depending on your needs. Other slots will be assumed by your free set pieces. No matter how bad they are stat wise, the 4pc bonus will greatly outweigh any temporary yellow
you can make. Get the right beat stats getting the perfect stats for now. ELIMINATE USELESS STATS and get any USEFUL STATISTICs for massive gains in power. Eliminate useless statistics Attack speed – usually it's an end-tuning statistic. Excessive cooling reduction – Only useful for an end to need. Armor – Useless to us, take ALLRES instead. Take better STR VIT stats –
you can't go wrong with these. Your basic statistics! ALLRES Life% – Great defensive statistics. Life by Hit – Great sustainability of the early game. SCREAM STATS (CHC/CHD) – More for the end, but I'd like to take this over the garbage stats. 0pc Savages free set - get the 2pc Get 1st Haedrig's Gift For clarity, this box contains information and builds if you currently have 0 pcs
of the free Savages set, going for 2 (you don't have any Haedrig gift bag, going for the first one). S22 Fresh 70 Barbara No Set Build Skills Rune Rend BloodBath Rend Rerlwind Wind Shears Furious Sidearm Frenzy Charge Ruthless Assault War Scream Invigorating Battle Rage Ferocity Passive Rampage Weapons Master Unforgivable (Open) Animosity (Open) This complexion
is a classic twist on Rend/WW/Furious Charge. I added Frenzy for the elites. He is a great SUV who can handle mafias very well and does well against individual bosses and targets. It is almost a copy of the L70 construction of our Barbarian Levelling Guide, with minimal adjustments if any. If you have a powerful legendary - edit the build to accommodate it if necessary. * Pressing
Shift +J (PC) opens your seasonal travel tracker!* Entries for these first chapters are easy. The previous construction gives it a good balance of offense, and built speed to help you shine through this as meaningless as possible. Hard mode for chapters 1 and 2. Rendering through all entries in Hard. Don't forget to level all the NPC of the city. Completing your weekly Weekly Rift
Challenge will help you get resources to do this easily, if you haven't already. When you're done here, get your first free set of your post, and move on. 2pc Savages Free Set – Get the 4pc get the 2nd Haedrig gift for clarity, this box contains information for constructions and information if you currently have 2 pcs of the free Savages set, going through 4 (you have haedrig's first gift
bag, going for the second). S22 Fresh 70 Barb 2pc Savages Skill Rune Rend Bloodbath Whirlwind Wind Sherlwind Frenzy Sidearm Furious Charge (T. Shout) Merciless Assault (Falter) War Cri veteran Warning (Impunity) Land Stomp Weapons Passive Master Rampage Ruthless (Superstition) Implacable If you have a powerful legendary - edit the construction CONSTRUCTION
NOTES: Here we make sure to use the 2pc bonus set. * Pressing Shift +J (PC) opens your seasonal travel tracker!* Difficulty: Although here are entries to finish on Master, you can still complete the rewards cache, if you haven't already, hard. For reward, try to do all five acts as you will have to do this down the line anyway. These innings are still on the easy side, so we can be a
little lax with our build making as little sacrifices as possible to retain good DPS, Speed, and some thoughts for defense. When you're done with this chapter, pick up your 2nd set of Haedrig's Gift and we'll finish the next chapter for the remaining free team! 4pc Savages set free - get the 6pc For clarity, the following boxes contain build and information if you currently have 4pcs of
the free set savages, going for 6 (you have the Primer + second Haedrig gift bag, going for the third). This segment is further divided into three parts: Torment II, Torment IV and GR20. Torment II seasonal travel tickets Torment I-II and General Stuff S22 Fresh 70 Barb 4pc Savages Skill Rune Rend Bloodbath Whirlwind Wind Sherlwind Frenzy Sidearm Furious Charge (T. Shout)
Ruthless Assault (Falter) War Cry Veteran's Warning (Impunity) Ground Stomp Passive Weapons Master Rampage Ruthless (Superstition) Relentless Does Not Change to Previous Build, lol. Feel free to edit it if you need more DPS or Defense. This construction will be the baseline for all entries of this level (Torment II, IV and GR20). While this construction may seem excessive
for Torment II entries, you can also prepare for the most difficult parts of this level. Update a rare one to legendary w/ Kanai's Cube: 2H Mighty Weapon for Bastion's Revered. Complete a torment and rift: This will be the minimum level that agriculture should be in case you have to. if you can easily remove a crack. There is also a Kill entry in Torment II Boss here that should be
easy. Complete any other probability and ends that you can, before proceeding to Torment IV. Torment IV seasonal travel tickets Torment IV is where things get real. For many of the this site is the breakpoint whether your build needs help or not. Kill Odeg - Keywarden in ACT I, Fields of Misery. Kill Sokahr - Keywarden in ACT II, Dahlgur Oasis. Kill Shah'Rith - Keywarden in ACT
III, Stonefort. Kill Nekarat - Keywarden in ACT IV, Gardens of Hope 2nd Level. Kill None Specific – Check your journal to see who you are this season. Keywardens maps have a key icon next to the passpoint. The purple arrows point you to their location after a short while once you're on their respective map. For the boss and all the Keywardens - RUSH DIRECT TO THEM!
Ignore all the garbage and just beeline! Do it as soon as possible! You'll really notice if you've neglected your temporary yellow gear and rolls it back up. Hopefully you have a powerful legend to take you (and even if you do), you'll notice if you've neglected your team. See the much higher configuration tab for help. Either way, this is a good time to take a closer look at your items
and get as many power-ups and rerolls indicated in the settings tab above. 4pc Savages Free Set GR20 No changes to the build yet! Build only works. It doesn't look like it should, but I just kept clearing up no matter how many times I tried. I can't complain. I felt like you really need Frenzy% in your legs and belt to try and get it if you haven't. The cold% also helps. Even cleared
WITHOUT REND! I tried to scream threatening instead of Rend and battle rage instead of FC and it worked magically! The screams and stunts ultimately make you too hard, and give too big a vulnerability debuff on your enemies. You should have an idea of how strongly you are given the drops (or lack thereof) you have achieved. Be practical and don't be afraid to get a little
closer to your construction. If you feel a little weak – Make 4 Nephs fast, then make 4 GR10+. The ultimate challenge that leads you to get your full set of six pieces for free! The difficulty varies wildly in their class and seasonal set. As someone who has been clarified with EACH SET AND CLASS WITHOUT ANY OTHER LEGENDARY - let me tell you, not all are created equal.
Fresh 70 Barbarian 6pc Savages S22 Fresh 70 Barb 6pc Savages Skill Rune Frenzy Sidearm (Year) Open (Sprint) Battle Rage Threaten Shout Falter War Cry Veteran's Warning (Impunity) Ground Stomp Passive Rampage Relentless Superstition Nerves of Steel We've well and truly resigned from AoE, focusing solely on frenzy. Don't worry, it gets better later with some of its
core legends. Note that there is simply no skill you can easily put in to give you more AoE! in an elite hunting game style until you get Bastion's Revered (and even then ...) FROM THERE OUR GOAL IS TO GAIN POWER QUICKLY. The following logical steps are Legendary Gems and be aware of the good articles you need to find. Note the important rerolls I at the beginning of
this guide. Also, before proceeding, here is a preview/reminder/ of the items you need to search for. Basics preview – look out for these! Priority of item slot item name? 2H Mighty Weapon Bastion's Revered Core 1H Mighty Weapon Oathkeeper Core Belt Indisputable Champion Core Legs Depth Diggers High Aquila Cuirass Chest Good Bracer Nemesis Bracer Good Bracer
Mortick's Bracer Optional Bracer Vambraces by Sescheron Meh As implied, these are the elements that are at the core of its construction. I talk more about how to get these later – remember to keep these in mind always. At the bottom of this guide, you can preview what a good base template is for items/skills/passivas to get an idea of what you're going to look for. Powering Up:
Legendary gems your next step after getting your 6pc is legendary gems. What? LGems are a huge power peak relying on very little RNG. Simply spam Neph -&gt; GR until you get the three gems you need and feed them up to 25. Again, Legendary Gems are a massive priority given its NO RNG powers pipeline. Only having three useful gems at 25 will allow you to grow a few
higher torment levels. Powering Up: Important elements and how to get them Of course, any build will need a couple (or more than a couple) items to round up. Here, I list what items you are looking for and the best way to get them using various currencies and media. Basics preview – look out for these! Priority of item slot item name? 2H Mighty Weapon Bastions Revered Core
1H Mighty Weapon Oathkeeper Core Belt Indisputable Champion Core Legs Depth Diggers High Aquila Cuirass Chest Good Bracer Nemesis Bracer Good Bracer Mortick's Bracer Optional Bracer Vambraces of Sescheron Meh As implied, these are the elements that are basic, or relevant, for construction. I talk more about how to get these later – remember to keep these in mind
always. At the bottom of this guide, you can preview what a good base template is for items/skills/passivas to get an idea of what you're going to look for. Here's tips on how to pass your blood fragments with Kadala, roughly in order of importance. Belt – Undisputed champion. It gives Frenzy ALL THE RUBBLE (which has huge implications in itself), while also giving it a GIGA
damage boost. For a single item, this is the highest impact right here. There are a few fillies here like Goldwrap and String of Ears. Legs – Deep excavators. Double your frenzy damage. enough said. Usually cubed. There are no other useful fillers here. Bracer - Apart from bonds 'ol Nemesis Bracers, there are sescheron. I find it a little overdone considering our incredible self-
healing with the strength of simplicity. Mortick key is great for ultra end-of-game high CDR build variant if you're into that. Chest - Aquila Cuirass: Great defensive amateur for the first game. While you struggle for a slot with deep diggers, you may need survival survival than DPS sometimes. It also works with RoRG for additional options. The above is what I would consider
important, everything else is not too important. Rings and Amulets are hard to get from BS or DB (due to the large number of possible results), but if you're done getting your basic items from them – and you don't have your basic accessories, it's a viable way to spend them. Might Band can easily find its way into its build, and it's the CHUNKIEST defensive element you can find.
The DEF% is huge! Ground Stomp is what you'll want to use to activate it. Compass Rose + Traveler's Pledge is fine. I don't know if this is better overall than a combination of other options, but this definitely a contestant. Unity, well, what can I say about the good unit ol. It's always an option if you need more defense. The Convention of Elements is always good. It becomes God's
level when you consider adding Berserker's rage at his complexion and the time of his press to the element. Normally you'll only find these as you grind as they can be hard to get with the coin... This is just a list of your all-around items that may or may not be mentioned previously. While I don't take set-specifics in this tab, it serves as a seasonal reminder (and general useful list
for beginners) on what's generally good. Reaper's Wraps: A Crafted legendary whose plans fall from any Torment Malthael (and mentioned in our Fresh 70 guides), any non-RNG impulse to power (in this case, resource generation) is welcome. Most constructions can benefit from an early reaper. Nemesis Bracers: An absolute monster to increase the clear speed of the crack (and
a little more breath of death!), newer players might not rate this as highly - try it and you'll be surprised. Unity: It is used alongside another unit in your follower (In addition to your unique relic I can't die) essentially reducing all the damage it takes for a ring slot, which is usable for any character. Not bad. Zodiac Obsidian Ring: Core in many constructions, but useful for any
construction that spends resources. It is a unique source of CDR in combat that would give you 100% up-to-activity time on skills you might not otherwise get. It's crazy. Focus + Containment: If you can activate both halves of the set bonus, and never mind lose the defenses of the rings – that's more than double your DPS. Traveler Engagement + Compass Rose: Another set of
accessories, this one is more suitable for elite killer constructions that like to travel between packages, and facial tank constructions that tend to stand still while DPSing. It is not very universal, but it can reasonably benefit Character. Convention elements: Literally any character can use this ring. It is a titanic boost in DPS (especially for constructions that have tons of short-lived
buffs ... ALIGN THEM!). Royal greatness ring: -1 fixed element To help fit the random core or legendary fillings to help its construction. Although absolutely necessary in some constructions, most constructions can benefit from this using generic legends for a temporary power boost (IE Aquila Cuirass). Avarice Band + Boon of the Hoarder (+Goldwrap) fast gold farming holy trinity.
While you don't really need all three all the time, this combo allows you to speed up and survive any difficulties (beware, this doesn't improve your DPS!). Savages Full Build Template Preview To follow the above is the baseline template for a fully functional 6pc Wilds. It is not very optimized to push GR, but more of a quick agricultural inclination. It's a great place to be in, as you
adjust construction to your needs! Season 22: Savages Fourth Bucket Slot? Fourth cube slot can be any of the following... Aquila Cuirass for defense. You're always in complete fury anyway! Leoric's crown for the CDRs (by pushing down the cooling of Berserker's rage as much as possible). Echoing fury or baking for more DPS. Oven is probably more consistent. Bridge to the
end game so you skipped a whole piece of the feeding phase with the set free. What now? As I always say, Speedfarming first before pushing GR's. So, convert what you have NOW to be as fast as possible, first. It is very likely that you will transition into a pure speed construction. If so, check out: Barbarian Best Speedfarming Build other barbaric guides: Register our D3
Directory of Guides for other resources. Fresh 70 Barbarian: Free set available |! YDn error. Get the game | Free Game 70 | Gaining power | Bridge to the end of the game This is all for our fresh 70 barbara season guide! Enjoy your free wildlings set this season, and I hope we savor you! TeamBRG support! Check out our Patreon! TAGSBarbarianD3 Set freeFresh 70GR20
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